Abstract. Applying the formulae derived by us (A. Sapar 1964) for the Universe filled with baryonic matter and decoupled particles (photons and massive neutrinos), a scenario of evolution of the Universe is studied. The dark energy can be treated as the kinetic energy excess over the potential energy of all particles in the hyperbolic Universe which is going to its new, kinetic energy dominated epoch of evolution. The dark mass can be due to slowly moving rest-mass neutrinos, crossing the galaxies where they form wide iso-potential (constant orbital velocity) shells. The real Big Bang is assumed to precede the Planck unit time and this removes necessity of the later inflation phenomenon. The possibility to modify the equations of cosmology into the non-local ones by gravitational potential of the Universe is shortly discussed.
RETROSPECTIVE INTRODUCTION
The determination of the density rate of neutrino background in the Universe has been on agenda for about a half century. Attempts were made to determine neutrino mass by different laboratory experiments, and different conjectures were presented about the possible value of the neutrino mass. The dominating conviction was firstly that the rest-mass of neutrino is zero, or at least extremely small and neutrinos do not have any cosmological meaning. At that time we published some papers (Sapar 1964 (Sapar , 1965 ) about homogeneous and isotropic (uniform) Big Bang model Universe with the usual baryonic matter and radiation (neutrinos and photons) as its dynamical ingredients. Our main study (Sapar 1964) was carried out and published somewhat former than Penzias and Wilkins published their important discovery of the 3 K cosmic microwave background (CMB).
We have studied the observed quantities in the Universe with the emphasis on derivation of their analytical expressions. We generalized the Friedman equations of expanding Universe, introducing a set of equations of state for the ingredient particles, which are interacting only via gravity. We also studied (Sapar 1976 ) the possible role of the Planck units as starting values for the Big Bang cosmology.
The density of the CMB would be essential for our present Universe, if the temperature of CMB were about 10 times higher. The role of neutrino background, due to uncertainty of their mass, remained open for further studies. An essential new theoretical concept in cosmology was proposed during 1980s, when the model of inflationary (exponential) expansion of the early Universe was elaborated. The theory states that the inflation in the very early Universe was caused by a universal strong repulsive force (negative-pressure vacuum energy) and linear dimensions of the Universe increased at this epoch about 10 30 times. The inflation was followed by the evolutionary stages for which the usual equations of general relativity can be applied. The formulae derived by us belong to a generalization of Friedman relativistic cosmology in the framework of general relativity and, if applied to the evolutionary scenario of the very early Universe, they enable to remove the necessity of inflation phenomenon.
For the paradigm of expanding Universe the most important observed quantity is the Hubble constant H =Ṙ/R which, according to the standard Friedman flat model Universe, is connected with the corresponding total density of matter ρ c , named the critical density, by
From the observational data analysis it has been found that the expansion rate of the Universe is about 72 km/s per Megaparsec. The corresponding Hubble age of the Universe, t H = 1/H, is 13.62 Gyr and the critical density of matter is 10 −29 g/cm 3 . Expressed in eV this is about 5600 eV/cm 3 (1 eV/c 2 = 1.782 · 10 −33 g).
The following main-stream development during last decades, based predominantly on the progress of observational cosmology, has led to the concept of the presence of dark matter of unknown particles. Recently, by interpretation of the observational data on the expansion of the Universe, the presence of unknown repulsive dark energy was accepted. Thus, in the current main-stream cosmology, there are two quite unknown physical quantities, ascribed to dark matter (26%) and dark energy (70%). The observed baryonic matter constitutes only about 4% of the critical mass. It seems to us that the meaning of the two mentioned unknown but essential quantities in cosmology may be elucidated by a more traditional way.
UNIFORM COSMOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OF DECOUPLED PHOTONS AND FERMIONS
For CMB photons the number density and energy density are given by
(1) The value of the needed Riemann zeta function is ζ(3) = 1.20206. At the CMB temperature T 0 = 2.725 K we obtain N γ = 410.51 photons/cm 3 and E γ = 5.0145 · 10 −13 erg/ cm 3 or E γ = 0.313 eV/cm 3 . The corresponding mass density for CMB is ρ γ = E γ /c 2 = 5.58 · 10 −34 g/cm 3 . The CMB originates from the epoch of recombination of electrons with primordial atomic nuclei, accompanied by a drastic decrease of photon scattering on free electrons, which was the main opacity source for the dominating infrared photon radiation. As the result, photons decoupled from the thermodynamical equilibrium with atomic nuclei. This happened at redshifts z = 1300-1100, when the age of the Universe was about 370 000 years and its temperature about 3700 K.
By similar situation the cosmic neutrino background has been decoupled from the rest of matter at a temperature of ∼ 1 MeV, i.e., at about T = 10 10 K. Then the age of the Universe was about 1-2 s.
Different ingenious observations of solar neutrinos and neutrinos, generated in the Earth atmosphere by cosmic rays have proved the presence of neutrino oscillations, showing that neutrinos of different flavours coexist changing mutually. This means that neutrinos have non-zero rest mass. The real values of neutrino masses are hitherto not finally determined. All three types of the neutrino-antineutrino pairs have the same number density which in the thermodynamical equilibrium is almost the same as for photons (n ν = 7N γ /8). If there is only 4% of the baryonic matter, then its density is about
baryons/cm 3 . The annihilation of electron-positron pairs raised the temperature, generating additional photons, and the present temperature of the neutrino background is T ν = (
Corresponding total number of neutrinos is N ν = 447.82/cm 3 . Now we accept that the mean neutrino mass is 1 eV, corresponding to 2·10 −6 m e , i.e., m ν = 10 −9 M H = 1.6 · 10 −33 g. The total rest-mass density of such neutrinos is about ρ ν = m ν N ν = 7 · 10 −31 g/cm 3 . From here it follows that in this case ρ ν /ρ b = 1.8. Thus, the total density of 1 eV mean neutrino (for the three flavours) background gives about 7-8 % of the critical cosmological density.
The masses of the fundamental elementary particles quarks and fermions show that the three flavours (families) of particles have very different masses increasing with the family number. This holds for (u, c, t)-quarks, (l, s, b)-quarks and also for (e, µ, τ )-leptons. The same rule holds for the upper laboratory limits for masses of the triad of (ν e , ν µ , ν τ ) neutrinos. Thus, the mean mass 4 eV for neutrinos, necessary to explain the dark mass, seems not to be excluded.
For any fermion with non-zero rest-mass, the number density N , the kinetic energy density E and the pressure P , as integrals over the quantum cells of momentum space, are given by
(2) The quantum state occupation number for decoupling and thus also for decoupled hot fermions has the form
where it has been considered that due to redshift z during free flight the momentum p decreases, which can be taken into account via the fall of initial temperature T s coupled for very hot relativistic plasma with the particle momentum p. Here the chemical potential has been ignored. The kinetic energy and the pressure density are given by
and
where the reduced momentum β = p/mc. Using Θ = kT /c, for non-relativistic particles we obtain:
and, consequently, P = 2 3 E. From the given expressions it follows that at relativistic energies ϵ >> mc 2 hold ϵ(p) = cp and ϖ = ϵ/3. Similarly, at low energies ϵ << mc 2 hold ϵ(p) = p 2 /2m and ϖ = 2ϵ/3 as the well-known extreme expressions.
EQUATIONS OF STATE FOR COSMOLOGY
In the main equations of cosmology, where the expansion is determined by different particles of type i, in the total equation of state we must use the sums
If the quantities E i and P i are interconnected to each other, then this is the general equation of state for the evolving Universe.
In the cases of adiabatic processes (adiabaticity follows also from the Cosmological Principle) it must hold
In our paper (Sapar 1964) was accepted that the expansion of the Universe is an adiabatic process and thus
Corresponding equations of state are consistent with the restriction which follows from the equations of evolution of the Universe. As special cases of these equations, any energy density E and pressure P should satisfy the equations
where the quantities C n are constants. For n = 4 we obtain from here the equation for the radiation (photons and relativistic neutrinos):
As shown above, this corresponds to the kinetic energy of non-relativistic gaseous matter, depending quadratically on the mean momentum Θ. The case n = 3 describes the rest-energy of the standing particles in the preferential cosmological coordinate frame, then E 3 = C 3 /R 3 and P 3 = 0. The case n = 0 gives E 0 = −P 0 and this corresponds to the Λ-term. It can be treated as corresponding to constant density of the vacuum, which for positive value of Λ generates exponential acceleration of the Universe.
In the case of pure gravitational interaction for total density and pressure we can write the expressions
Putting these expressions to the general relativity equations of cosmology we obtain the approximate scenario of pure gravitational evolution of the Universe with decoupled particles both with and without the rest mass.
NON-RELATIVISTIC NEUTRINOS AND PRIMORDIAL ATOMS IN COSMOLOGY
As it was mentioned, the cooling factor of non-relativistic particles is (1 + z) 2 , not 1 + z as for relativistic particles including photons. Thus, the cooling of decoupled non-relativistic neutrinos proceeds essentially faster than cooling of photons.
Whereas at the present epoch approximately cΘ ν = E γ = 2.34 · 10 −4 eV, then the mean kinetic energy of non-relativistic neutrinos is
Consequently, if m ν c 2 = 1 eV, then E ν = 5.47 · 10 −8 eV. Thus the mean velocity of neutrinos in the cosmic background is about 55 km/s, meaning that their temperature is about 4 dex lower than for CMB photons. Similar cooling of the H and He atoms results in their very low velocities, falling during the dark era before the reheating to about 10 m/s. Such low velocities favour their gravitational clustering.
The observed constancy of orbital velocities of stars in the quite wide range of distances from the Galactic center demonstrates the presence of extended isothermal spherical shells or, in other words, of the wide constant-depth potential wells. Essential contribution to the dark mass can be given by slow neutrinos, which cross galaxies dominantly in the radial direction and thus generate constancy of their flux through spheres around the galactic centers with densities ρ ν ∝ r −2 , which namely is necessary for existence of such shells.
EVOLUTION OF THE UNIVERSE WITH MATTER AND RADIATION
If also the cosmological constant term is taken into account, then the evolution of the Universe can be described by the equations (Sapar 1964) :
Here
The term with α corresponds to the rest-mass particles and the term with β -to the radiation and the relativistic particles. Differentiating we can find from here also the equation for the accelerationR as a not independent equation.
A. Sapar
Further we ignore the Λ-term. From the observations it follows that the density of the usual matter is evidently lower than for the plane space, k = 0. From this observational circumstance we conclude that the Universe has the hyperbolic space, i.e., k = −1. This means that asymptoticallyṘ tends to c. The equation (13) in these assumptions reduces tȯ
from where by integration we obtain (for unspecialized initial data)
where ω is the solution of the light cone equation c 2 dt 2 = R 2 dω 2 , which can be rewritten in the form ω = c
Using the absolute value of the determinant ∆ = |4β − α 2 |, the integration gives
These are equations for the evolution of the Universe and of the past light cone mediating the observational data. The particle horizon is given by
At early epochs χ = ln(R 2 /β + 1) ≈ R 2 /β. According to our formulae, Q(0) = √ β. The constant α, which incorporates the rate of asymmetry of the matter-antimatter and ratio of the relativistic to nonrelativistic particles, in the present epoch will be damped in the early Universe. This can be made replacing α by αR α+R . This means that at small values of R the terms with α can be ignored, i. e. all the matter can be considered as being the ultrarelativistic particles. The pre-Planckian evolution of the Universe according to our equations has begun at t i = 0 to which corresponded also R i = 0. Thus for very early epochs we obtain
Consequently, at early epochs χ = 2ct/ √ β. Taking R = 1.22 · 10 28 cm and the observed values for ρ m and ρ ν we obtain β ≈ 5.6 · 10 50 cm 2 and α = 4.56 · 10 26 . Thus, for the Planck moment 2 √ βct P ≈ R * 2 ≈ 7.54·10 −8 cm 2 . From here it follows that to the Planck unit time corresponds the Big Bang value R * = 2.75 · 10 −4 cm, which is about 10 30 times larger than R P . The initial density of matter in this volume turns out to be of the order of the Planck value. Assumably the presence of the electrically charged virtual particles has smoothed the mass density in the primordial Universe, i.e. turned the Universe into almost the uniform one. Fig. 1 . Evolution of the hyperbolic Big-Bang Universe. R -radial coordinate, tH -Hubble age, Rχ -particle horizon, T -temperature, CR -maximal energy cosmic rays, LHC -Large Hadron Collider, ν -neutrino decoupling, γ -photon decoupling, ρ -density.
Thus, we assume that the initial Big Bang preceded to the Planck unit time, resulting the same consequences as the additional inflationary expansion, taking place somewhat later due to particles roll-down from the excited false vacuum state. The evolutionary scenario of the main characteristics of the Universe is given in Figure 1 .
CONNECTION WITH OBSERVATIONS
Using the recent observational data for the Hubble constant, contribution by matter and contribution by radiation, we can write
For observational cosmology it is reasonable to use the dimensionless scale factor a defined by a = R/R 0 and dimensionless partial densities Ω. Thus, we obtain
In this expression the additives are correspondingly due to the rest mass term and the asymptotic velocity term. The present observational estimates of the evolution of the Universe have been obtained assuming that there is only the rest-mass term. Thus, the estimates have been made using the equation χ
Ignoring of the kinetic energy term can be interpreted as the presence of contribution to the additional repulsion due to interaction which is hitherto of enigmatic origin, and is baptised dark energy or quintessence. Namely, the relative contribution of the Ω 2 -term is D = aΩ 2 /Ω ′ 3 . The ratio D grows with time and it acts as contribution due to repulsion. The result shows that the Universe is now in the transition stage from the rest-mass particles dominated evolution stage to the escape velocity dominated expansion, where R ∝ ct.
ON THE MACH PRINCIPLE
When Einstein formulated the equations of general relativity, one of its leading ideas was the Mach principle, stating that the local physical laws must be coupled with the Universe. This idea is connected also with the cosmological principle and CMB, which need additional specification of the non-rotating coordinate frames, where the Coriolis and centrifugal forces are lacking. One of the possibilities to overcome the complication is to generalize the Friedman equations into the integrodifferential ones using the gravitational potential U of the Universe.
If the distance between the source and the observing point at R 0 is defined as the bolometric luminosity distance then
where χ 0 is the present particle horizon. The current value of R in the integrand and in the observer's one, R 0 , are interconnected by the light cone. Such additional term makes more understandable the role of the matter distribution in the whole space-time, which is connected with an observer and specifies uniquely the non-rotating cosmological coordinate systems corresponding to CMB.
SUMMARY
• The cooling of decoupled non-relativistic particles in the expanding Universe is squared (coupled to momentum) relative to relativistic particles. Therefore the temperature of 1 eV rest-mass neutrinos is about 4 dex cooler than the temperature of CMB, what favours their participation in gravitational clustering and they can be dominant contribution of dark matter. Gravitational clustering of primordial atoms is favoured by their very low temperatures at the end of the dark era.
• The concept of creation of the Universe due to Big Bang starting from t = 0 removes necessity for later inflationary expansion of the Universe.
• The dark energy is due to predominance of the kinetic energy over the potential energy in the Universe with subcritical density of matter.
• The Universe is now in a transition to an era, when asymptotically R ∝ ct.
• The contribution by potential energy of the Universe, in the spirit of the Mach principle, can help to understand the origin of cosmologically preferred nonrotating coordinate system.
